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About This Game

Try to imagine what it means to be crushed, flattened, smeared on the asphalt!
Break up your cars and enemies cars. Crash, crumble and blow up all sorts of obstacles and barriers.

Dead loops, trampolines and much more await you in the Car Crash Online!
Take a break from the routine and immerse yourself with total peace of fun, destruction and utter mayhem.

Features:
-Excellent Graphics

-Realistic Physics collisions and destruction
-A Large variety of tricks from the simplest to the most complex

-High Speed and an unforgettable drive
-Multiplayer

-Up to 20 Bots!
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Game is simple, great music and colourful gameplay. you need to F U * K I N G click and drag to shoot but it SO
UNRESPONSIVE!

Other than that its a decent puzzle game. Negitive review though because it is more frustrating than good.. Ez unlock 100
Achievements %100. Actually a really great 3D platformer hidden inside a REALLY subpar third person shooter.. Completed it
in a little under 2 hours, got stuck twice, but it's not a hard game. Found the jumping a little fustrating at times, like he'd jump
longer than antispated. Overall I liked it, it looks pretty, switching beside before and after in time looks good.. Spent two hours
of my life for this masterpiece.
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You will use this set for a while, but by the time you start routinely using those #4\/0 lures, (Florida L18) start looking for
heavier equiptment, Good luck.. I do like this game, its part simlulator and part arcade game, it has good graphics and its has
lots of action and room for you skills to grow, to become a a terror in the sky, but, one thing I just can't get over is the fact that
when your in a game, on a mission, and you see enemys and friendlys, the enemys are Blue and the friendlys Red, WTH? no
way to change it, and I can't change a lifetime of enemys being red, and friendlys green or blue. so I don't want to have to force
my brain waves to change direction which is what it would feel like, lol. so I won't be playing this anymore, and will check once
in a while to see if they added the chance to change those colors.. This game is pretty cool! It feels a lot like the Advance Wars
games for GBA but with faster-paced combat and a compelling mana economy. Has a good campaign mode so it might be
worth checking out even if you're not into multiplayer. I recommend it if you're looking for a game to make you think!. A
highly enjoyable action-puzzle game from the good folks at Pop cap. Full of color and personality, Zuma's Revenge offers both
a good casual experience and a truly demanding challenge of reflexes and reactive thining, depending on the diffuculty level..
Haiku Review:

A Long, Painful Road
To the Tower of Secrets
To Find Who You Are. it's a good game, I'm youst to dark stuff but this game was just... WOW!. My friends and I have been
looking for a bomberman kinda game forever. It's so much fun and is hella cute. It's great that it's free to play, so I decided to
buy the cosmetics to support the devs. Thanks for the fun game ^^. keeps crashing on windows 10
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